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Abstract We present a multi-embodiment interface aimed

at assisting human-centered ergonomics design, where tra-

ditionally the design process is hindered by the need of

recruiting diverse users or the utilization of disembodied

simulations to address designing for most groups of the

population. The multi-embodiment solution is to actively

embody the user in the design and evaluation process in

virtual reality, while simultaneously superimposing addi-

tional simulated virtual bodies on the user’s own body. This

superimposed body acts as the target and enables simulta-

neous anthropometrical ergonomics evaluation for both the

user’s self and the target. Both virtual bodies of self and

target are generated using digital human modeling from

statistical data, and the animation of self-body is motion-

captured while the target body is moved using a weighted

inverse kinematics approach with end effectors on the hands

and feet. We conducted user studies to evaluate human

ergonomics design in five scenarios in virtual reality, com-

paring multi-embodiment with single embodiment. Similar

evaluations were conducted again in the physical environ-

ment after virtual reality evaluations to explore the post-VR

influence of different virtual experience.

Keywords Multi-embodiment � Embodied interaction �
Ergonomics evaluation � Digital human

Introduction

Our human body is the interface between ourselves and the

world, with which we intake perceptual information, make

cognitive decisions, and perform actions on the basis of our

understanding of our own body [37]. However, as each

individual human is uniquely gifted with a different body,

it may become a barrier for us to comprehend the body

capabilities of a different individual [39].

This barrier complicates matters in a situation closely

related to our everyday lives, which is product and envi-

ronment design of our environment [24]. It is often desired

to have the designers and engineers to create products that

can accommodate the most groups of the population, as we

could see benefits such as increased efficiency, comfort,

and safety within the environment when proper ergonomics

considerations are taken [33]. For example, we have seen

evidence of how different user’s anthropometry influence

product design in furniture [28]. The challenge for

designing is therefore accounting for the diverse population

with physical body deviation.

With the emergence of computing technology, we have

seen approaches in assisting the ergonomics design process

ranging from completely simulated digital human model-

ing (DHM) [3] to fully interactive virtual reality (VR),
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where researchers explored the potential of utilizing

interactive embodiment of users in the virtual environment

(VE) for ergonomics design [2, 13]. The DHM approach

involves only virtual agents and therefore could address the

diverse population body with ease through simulation, but

raise concern of disembodiment in the design process [26].

VR excels in providing the design and evaluation in a

immersive, embodied VE and therefore could resemble

evaluations in the real environment, but as it involves

actual human users, the diverse body issue remains. The

common solution is to invite specific subjects from the

actual population [9, 18] or altering the virtual body and

perceptual information to simulate embodying a different

body [8, 19]. While both solutions could provide accurate

evaluations through involving actual users or simulating

actual users, certain drawbacks are of concern. On the one

hand, finding diverse users to target every population

results in a less agile design process compared to simula-

tion [3]. On the other hand, simulating the embodiment of

another body would require additional wearable devices

[30] and could sometimes be cumbersome, as the simula-

tion of the target bodily information needs to override our

original, which could be complicated, e.g., imagine simu-

lating the embodiment of a target with upper extremity

paresis on a normal user.

Our vision is therefore a hybrid approach, where the

diverse population’s body is simulated as DHM and is

embodied to the user as a superposition while the user’s

original body embodiment is retained. We present a VR

multi-embodiment interface aimed at assisting the ergo-

nomics design process by taking different body’s anthro-

pometry into account (Fig. 1). We consider the multi-

embodiment (ME) as an augmentation, as the user is

augmented with an extra body that would attempt in real-

time the same action as the user but in an ergonomically

optimized manner. ME is different from single embodi-

ment (SE) where the user embodies only one body, either

self or an altered target simulation (which we call alter-

ation). We envision that this underlying difference of

augmentation versus alternation, where in augmentation

our body is maintained across the physical environment

and VR, would enable the utilization of our body as ‘‘the

body of reference’’ for other bodies in the physical envi-

ronment, even in their absence.

We are therefore intrigued to explore whether the aug-

mentation approach of multi-embodiment could 1) assist

ergonomics design to the same extend or exceed perfor-

mance as alteration approaches and 2) generalize well in

post-VR exposure where the user could make ergonomics

judgment in the physical environment for another person’s

absent body.

In this paper, we present our contributions as follows:

– A multi-embodiment body interface that takes the

approach of augmentation for assisting ergonomics

design.

– Address reachability and accessibility as illustrative

application, which are issues present in ergonomically

different people.

– A user study to compare between our approach with

conventional alteration approach for ergonomics design

in VR.

– Explore augmented perception in post-VR influence of

using our unaltered body as body of reference for

ergonomics evaluation of other bodies in the physical

environment.

Related Work

Our work is related to the following research areas: 1)

using body for affordance judgment, 2) perception of

affordance in VR, 3) virtual assisted ergonomics design,

and 4) augmented body image for training.

Body for Affordance Judgment

Our human body not only is accountable how we physi-

cally interact with our world, but also constitutes the basis

of how we define our world. In recent years, this concep-

tion of the relationship between the body and the world has

been formulated as embodied cognition [42]. Based on this

perception of the world and our understanding of our body,

Fig. 1 Multi-embodiment (left), user view in HMD (top right), user

wears HMD and motion capture (bottom right)
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we construct our judgment of affordance [12], the prop-

erties of the world that affords to be acted upon, of our

surrounding environment.

It is discussed from an embodied perception conception

that our understanding of our body morphology influences

our perceived affordance [38]. Early studies have shown

that humans judge differently the affordance of a climbable

stair based on their height and leg length [46], passing

through apertures from body sizes [47], or affordable to sit

from leg length [25]. Changing the morphological param-

eters of our body therefore have effects on our perceived

size of the world [16, 44] and therefore affordance, such as

walking under barriers with altered body height [45].

These findings show promising evidence that our body

plays a major role in our perception of affordance of the

environment. Moreover, it is suggested that we could

deduct the affordance of an observed different body than

us [49]. Our research builds on this conception that body is

a factor for affordance and creates an interface to augment

ourselves with multi-embodiment for assisting affordance

judgment in VR.

Affordance Perception in VR

VR provides an appropriate pipeline for studying the

change in affordance perception due to the changing

environment or body perceptual information as VR allows

us to manipulate our perceptual cues [20]. In VR, it is

relatively easier than physical environment to alter our

body morphology, such as hands [21], feet [17], body size

[35], and body height [20], so that we perceive the affor-

dance of graspable object, crossable gap or aperture, or

action decision on whether to duck or step over a pole.

However, a particular concern has been that the spatial

perception in VR is found to be compressed compare to the

real world [50]. This underestimation could be due to

measurement method, technical factors of head-mount-

display (HMD), compositional factor of the degree of

replication of the virtual to the real world [41]. An

approach to improve this margin of error is by introducing

a embodied body avatar in the VE [27, 34]. Furthermore,

by involving embodied action, the affordance judgment is

further improved [20, 27].

From these researches, we can see the potential of using

VR as an platform for affordance judgment with the benefit

of agile prototyping of changing body morphology and the

VE. VR can therefore be an ideal approach for affordance

based design [24] for ergonomically efficient environment,

which we address through our research in an multi-em-

bodied system.

Virtual Assisted Ergonomics Design

Historically, ergonomics design consisted of physical fit-

ting trials involving ergonomics experts and a diversity of

test users were often employed [10], but could be time-

consuming. There has thus been an increase in extending

ergonomics design to computer-aided design (CAD) and

DHM methods due to the ease of virtual prototyping [52]

and virtual fitting trials [26]. However, this disembodied

approach could be difficult to provide an accurate human

stimulation as their movements are programmed [6], and

there could be concern of detachment between the designer

and the users represented by the virtual agents [26], where

the emotional detachment could hinder accurate design [7].

Embodied, interactive VR has become an emerging

platform in ergonomics design. Pontonnier et al. [36]

investigated the difference between ergonomics evaluation

in physical environment and VR with results suggesting

that although VR is slightly inferior to physical environ-

ment, the difference is insignificant and the potential of VR

is greater. VR is widely utilized in manufacture [5],

industrial workstation [29] design and usability evaluation.

It is also getting attention on universal design, for evalu-

ation against a target user group [18, 48]. For a universal-

prone design goal for evaluating against different ergo-

nomic bodies, these researches usually employed diverse

users of the population or simulate the perceptual infor-

mation, so a general user embodies the body of the target

population.

In this research, we take a different approach, where our

perceptual information is not altered to embody the target.

Rather, the target’s body is augmented upon our body so

we employ a multi-embodiment interface.

Augmented Body Image

With VR, it is relatively easy for us to alter and augment

our body image, and still feel body ownership (e.g., [31]),

which may also influence our cognitive and behavior pro-

cess. In particular, closely related to our research is the

augmentation of the body image with extra bodies or limbs.

Augmenting our visual sensation with extra body images in

either displaced or co-located location has been utilized for

action learning. YouMove is an AR mirror which super-

imposes an abstract stick body to assist in dance train-

ing [1]. Han et al. [15] developed AR-Arm, superimposing

extra hands as indicator to train user’s correct hand

movement for learning Tai-chi. Yan et al. [51] took an out-

of-body approach to show both the instructor and user’s

body image.

While augmenting extra body image has been focused

on action learning, in our research the focus is on the

spatial perception with the augmented body image. This
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could be plausible as we have discussed that body is a

reference for affordance and therefore ergonomics design.

Furthermore, our embodied approach of the augmented

extra body could possibly strength the connection between

the self-body and the augmented body.

Multi-Embodiment Interface

We developed a multi-embodiment interface that super-

imposes extra virtual bodies to the user’s own body in VR,

so that the user embodies more than one body, with the

goal of assisting ergonomics evaluation and design in a VE.

We do so by generating the extra body with DHM from

population statistical data. The extra body’s movement in

VR is calculated from weighted inverse kinematics by

specifying the end effectors on the user’s two hands and

feet. In addition, human bone joint constraints can be

specified to limit the movement capacity of the extra body,

e.g., imposing joint constraints on the lower limbs to

simulate a wheelchair occupant’s body.

Design

Understanding another person’s bodily information, e.g.,

anthropometric dimensions and muscle strength, is essen-

tial in understanding how to design and develop products

for that person. With VR, recently we have seen various

approaches of stimulating the users for them to feel as

though embodying a different body. We could then make

ergonomics judgment using this different virtual body in

VR. However, this approach of transitioning ourselves into

a different body, through which completely altered our

perceptual information, could be problematic as well when

we consider further about the post-VR, everyday life

application of this approach in the physical environment.

In the physical environment, our perceptual information

is not altered and is embodied with our body that accom-

panied us for many years; therefore, even after experi-

encing and understanding another person’s body in VR, it

is a possible concern that we may ‘‘overwrite’’ the altered

experience in the VR as we gradually revert back to our

original perceptual information in the physical environ-

ment. It is therefore a barrier of expanding the VR ergo-

nomics evaluation into our original everyday life.

Our approach therefore is to augment our perceptional

information, rather than completely altering to a different

perceptual information from a different body. This aug-

mentation is therefore the multi-embodiment interface,

where the user maintains his original perceptual informa-

tion and body, but is augmented with extra bodies that

move and interact with the environment along with the

user. The system automatically handles the movement

simulation of the extra body in relation to the user so the

user can interact in VR naturally with their original body.

This way, the user possesses a common reference point

between the physical environment and the virtual envi-

ronment, i.e., the user’s own body. We envision that

through ‘‘using our body as the reference,’’ the augmen-

tation experienced in VR could be persisted in the physical

environment so that we may ‘‘remember’’ the different

body’s ergonomics information, e.g., reachability, in the

physical environment even without any augmentation.

System Overview

The system (Fig. 2) consists of a head-mounted display

(Oculus Rift CV1), a remote controller (Oculus Remote), 8

motion capture cameras (OptiTrack), and a motion capture

suit with 37 optical markers. The HMD displays the VE,

where the user’s motion-captured body is visualized

through a DHM along with other virtual models of the

environment to be ergonomically assessed. The remote

controller is used to enable the user to scale the target

virtual models for ergonomics design in the VE in real

time. The motion capture system continuously captures the

user at 120Hz, and our software calculates the user’s DHM

movement as well as the multi-embodied DHM’s weighted

inverse kinematics movement. The following sections will

go into detail about the structure of the system (Fig. 3).

Embodying Digital Humans

It is widely known that presenting a virtual avatar for the

users to embody into has multi-dimensional benefits for the

overall experience [43]. In most current VR experience,

the focus has been more on enabling the agency of the

avatar, while the avatar may not be a close representation

of the users in dimension. This approach is suitable for

most situations, as the sense of agency can induce a

stronger sense of ownership even for relatively abstract

avatars [22]. However, for the application of VR to ergo-

nomics design, the proper anthropometric representation

would be crucial. As aforementioned, each individual

person has different anthropometric factors such as size

and shape, which influences our affordance and ergo-

nomics judgment. Therefore, in our system, users are

embodied into digital humans that are a closer represen-

tation of their own anthropometric factors.

Generating Self-Digital Human

The user’s digital human avatar is generated from the

implementation of ‘‘Dhaiba’’ [11]. Dhaiba is capable of

generating very detailed and customized human model

based on each individual’s measurement and the
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anthropometric dimensions database, accounting for the

generalized user population and agile prototyping. In our

system, we specify the height and weight scale of the user.

Dhaiba is then able to construct a generalized DHM from

the anthropometric dimension database.

Visuomotor Agency

A static DHM is only part of the embodiment, which we

need to allow user agency to strengthen the sense of

embodiment. To achieve the embodied visuomotor corre-

lation of the DHM in the VE and the user’s actual body

movement, we employ the method of full body motion

capturing the user’s movement. The user wears a motion

capture suit, and the captured marker position is streamed

into our software to animate the DHM.

The DHM is divided into two modules: the skin surface

mesh generated from the anthropometric data as discussed

in the previous section, and the armature link module,

which defines the skeletal joint of the digital human. The

inverse kinematics computation from the captured markers

updates the rotation of each digital human joint in syn-

chrony with the user. The skin surface mesh is then com-

puted as the linearly weighted sum of the joint movement

according to the Skeletal Subspace Deformation algo-

rithm [23], enabling visuomotor correlation as the user

moves.

Superimposed Multi-Embodiment

In the multi-embodiment interface, in addition to

embodying the self-DHM as described in the previous

sections, an extra DHM is also superimposed on the user.

The generation of the extra DHM is using the same method

as the self-DHM, but is specified with different anthropo-

metric data to simulate the multi-embodiment of two

Fig. 2 Equipment

Fig. 3 System structure
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different bodies. In addition, the movement of the extra

DHM is calculated in a different manner than self.

Inverse Kinematics of the Superimposed DHM

While the user’s embodied self-DHM should move in

accordance with the user’s physical body via motion cap-

ture, the extra superimposed DHM should take a different

approach due to the deviation in anthropometry. Our sys-

tem aims at assessing the different interaction affordance of

humans brought about by the difference in anthropometry.

For example, finding the difference in reachability of (and

how they reach) a cup on the table between an adult and a

child. Therefore, the superimposed DHM should attempt to

reach the same point as the user’s self with the limbs, but

the posture should be simulated according to the DHM

anthropometry.

To calculate for the posture of the superimposed DHM,

we use a weighted inverse kinematics (IK) method by

defining the reaching end effectors on the superimposed

DHM’s hands and feet. The end effectors are moved

together along with the user’s motion-captured hands and

feet (three on each hand and feet). The feet end effectors

have larger weights to keep the DHM from floating (Fig. 4

left, the taller DHM is user self). Additional joint con-

straints of the DHM can be applied so as to constrain the IK

calculation if desired. For example, in the wheelchair DHM

discussed later in the user study, the joints of the lower

limb are constrained (Fig. 4 right).

Real-Time Modifying Objects in VR

As a requirement for the user study to be detailed in the

next section, we added functionality of the VR multi-em-

bodiment interface to allow users to real-time scale and

move the objects in VR, as a method of fast prototyping the

ergonomic optimal size of the furniture.

We opted for a embodied scaling and translation

approach, where the user’s embodied movement of their

arms could modify the width and height of the objects

(Fig. 5) or translate them. This is triggered through the

Oculus remote controller and tracking the user’s left-hand

position with the OptiTrack cameras.

The scaling factor S is computed as

S ¼ cþ ðY � aÞ � d � c

b� a
ð1Þ

where Y is the captured hand position in real-world units of

millimeter, and a, b, c, d are functional parameters specific

to each object’s original height and position so that the

scaled height is always on the same level as the user’s

hand. The translation factor is simply a linear relation to Y.

During the user study, the controls were set as either

scaling or translation depending on the scenario, but not

both, as not to complicate the user’s tasks.

User Study

We conducted a user study in two phases to validate the

multi-embodiment interface. Our main goal was to study 1)

how does the multi-embodiment (ME) interface compare to

single embodiment (SE) in assisting ergonomics design in

VR and 2) can exposure to a VR multi-embodiment have

effect on a post-VR evaluation in the physical environment

without augmentation. We observed the accuracy of the

ergonomic judgment and completion time in comparison

between ME and SE.

Participants

We recruited 8 male participants. They are aged between

22 to 31 years old (AVG: 24.75, SD: 3.06). Their height

was between 163 to 184 centimeters (AVG: 173.1, SD:

Fig. 4 Weighted IK for

animating the superimposed

DHMs while self is motion

captured (left), joint constraint

on the lower limb (right,

transparent for visualization)
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7.0). All participants participated in both phases of the

study, where they first evaluated user study 1 followed by

user study 2.

Environmental Setup

The user study was conducted in a modified and furnished

living room style living laboratory (Fig. 6). The room was

surrounded with eight OptiTrack motion capture cameras.

The furniture in the room was removed during the VR user

study and placed back in the post-VR user study. The

participants wore motion-captured HMD and suit.

Experimental Design

Our main evaluation criteria with the current studies is to

make a clear exploration of the proposed ME interface with

the conventional SE approach, in the areas of ergonomics

design with the aim of designing one set of products to be

used simultaneously by different anthropometrical popu-

lation. Therefore, both user studies one (VR) and two

(post-VR) were conducted in both conditions of augmen-

tation ME and alteration SE. The eight participants par-

ticipated in both conditions in a within-subjects design, and

their order is counterbalanced (four evaluated ME first

followed by SE, and four vice versa). The trials of each

conditions were conducted on two different days (e.g., ME

on day one and SE on day two).

For the current studies, our focus on the ergonomics

design is in the area of reachability and accessibility, which

are greatly influenced by the human anthropometry. To this

end, to provide a common evaluation target for all partic-

ipants, we have defined two targets (Fig. 7). First is a five-

year-old, 110-cm-tall (population statistical mean) kid.

Second is a 160-cm-tall wheelchair person, with seated

height of 135.6 cm, and an eye level of 124.7 cm (within

one SD [32]) and the width of the wheelchair is 84.9 cm.

The kid was evaluated for reachability, while the

wheelchair person is evaluated for accessibility. The par-

ticipants’ tasks were to evaluate and real-time scale or

move several furniture, with the goal of designing one

dimension for each furniture that is usable when both the

participant’s self and the target are to be taken into con-

sideration, e.g., designing one refrigerator that is reachable

by the kid but not so low as to strain the back of an adult

user.

Concretely, we have arbitrarily defined four furnitures as

the reachability evaluation object. They are a refrigerator, a

kitchen sink, a door handle, and a wheelchair handle. In the

post-VR experiment, they were represented as the actual

furniture in the living laboratory, and in the VR experiment

they were represented as similar CG models. For simplic-

ity, the participants evaluated the reachability in height

only, as one that is appropriate for both self and the target

kid. For accessibility evaluation, the scenario was a corri-

dor interval between a closet and a table, which the par-

ticipants’ task was to ensure it allows the wheelchair

occupant to pass through. One note is that, generally

speaking, in terms of spatial accessibility, the accessible

region of an wheelchair occupant is accessible to a normal

person, and the more spacious the better (rather than as the

case of reachability of compromising between two people’s

heights). Therefore, in this evaluation the participants were

instructed to evaluate for the minimal passable interval.

Fig. 5 Participants could scale the objects in VR to evaluate for

optimal design

Fig. 6 User study environment

Fig. 7 Target kid and wheelchair occupant in the user study (with a

170-cm-tall avatar as a reference)
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The scenario setup in both study one and two is summa-

rized in Fig. 8.

Study 1: VR Evaluation

Our first study was conducted in a complete virtual envi-

ronment with motion-captured participants. Each partici-

pant participated in 10 trials: 5 target scenarios (4 kid ? 1

wheelchair) � 2 conditions (ME/SE). Since the same five

scenarios were used for both conditions in a within-subject

design, we conducted the two conditions on two different

days to counter some of the carryover effects.

In the ME condition, the user’s self-DHM is motion-

captured, and the target DHMs (kid or wheelchair occu-

pant) is superimposed with postures estimated from

weighted IK. For the wheelchair occupant DHM, joint

constraints were put on the DHM’s lower limbs to exclude

them from being simulated by the IK, and the simulated

wheelchair moves in accordance with the participant’s

captured mass center (pelvis), i.e., as the participant walks

in the VE, the wheelchair moves in synchronization. In the

SE condition, rather than multi-embodiment, the partici-

pant alters between self-DHM and target kid DHM using

the Oculus Remote Controller, and the participant’s motion

capture directly controls the currently embodied DHM. For

SE wheelchair scenario, the participants were required to

sit and move around in an wheelchair to simulate the

embodiment of the virtual wheelchair DHM. However, due

to safety concerns induced by altering between sitting as a

wheelchair occupant and standing as self while wearing a

HMD, and also that the minimal interval for both self and

wheelchair is the maximum of the two, the participants

were embodied as wheelchair occupant the whole time,

instead of altering between, for the accessibility evaluation.

For each trial, the participants were instructed to eval-

uate and design the height of the target furniture or interval

for accessibility (through scaling or moving them with

embodied movement), so it can be easily reachable or

accessible by both self and the target body. Each trial is

completed when the participants are satisfied with their

design and signal the experimenter, and we measure the

completion time. To validate the accuracy of their design,

the deviation of height of their design from an optimal

design (to be detailed in a following section) is compared.

Study 2: Post-VR Physical Environment Evaluation

A potential drawback of SE in VR is that as SE embodies

the user into a different body in VR, then as the user returns

to the real environment, the difference in the body in

relation to the environment would override the experience

gained in VR. Concretely, as an example, while a person

may successfully make ergonomics evaluation for a kid in

VR using SE (using the embodied kid body, he has become

shorter), he may have difficulty in making ergonomic

evaluation for the kid in the physical environment as the

person does not embody a kid body in reality.

In comparison, one envisioned benefit of ME is that,

since it maintains our original body and across VR and

physical environment, and augments it with additional

body that is referenced to the body of the user, we could

then use this to our benefit to perceive the relation between

our body and the target body. If this relation could be

learned, then it could be possible that as we move our body

Fig. 8 Five scenarios (four

reachability ? one accessibility)

in both VR and real

environment
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in our physical environment, we could imagine the super-

imposed body as learned in VR and therefore make

reachability and accessibility judgments for others using

just our body (without any augmentation). This post-VR

evaluation in the physical environment is therefore the aim

of the second user study.

Immediately after the VR user study (for each day), the

participants conducted the evaluations for the same sce-

narios, but this time in the physical environment. As in the

physical environment the furniture could not be altered

easily, the participants were instructed to use their hands to

signal their estimated optimal design, and the hands’ 3D

position is recorded as the participant’s preferred modifi-

cation height or interval. The same objective measurements

of completion time and design deviation were recorded.

Result

A total of 20 trials was conducted per participant ((4

reachability ? 1 accessibility) � 2 (VR/post-VR) � 2 (ME/

SE)). We collected measurements from the completion

time in each trial, and the final altered dimension that the

participants deem as appropriate for both self and the tar-

get. Four VR trial data (2 ME 2 SE) were unretrievable due

to corrupted data files, leaving a total of 76 VR trials and

80 post-VR trials.

Completion Time

To visualize how ME might increase the time efficiency of

conducting ergonomics evaluation for multiple people

simultaneously, we measured the completion time of each

trials.

VR Completion Time

We observed that the completion time in ME trials was

significantly lower than SE (Fig. 9). Anova analysis

revealed that there was a significant main effect on the test

condition (ME/SE) on the completion time (F(1,

78) = 8.79, p\ 0.01). During our observation of the par-

ticipants, we noticed that VR trials were completed

noticeably faster due to participants ability to see both their

own reachability and the target’s reachability at the same

time, which may have helped them to reach their decided

dimension faster. On the other hand, during SE trials, we

observed many participants seemed they could not make up

their minds on the compromised optimal dimension

between self and the target. For example, participants

repeatedly scaled the target furniture up or down back and

forth as they transitioned between self and the kid. During

the interview after both ME/SE experiments were

conducted, three participant noted that they definitely felt

that ME was effective in helping them reaching a decision

faster, although one participant noted that while ME might

be faster, SE might yield better accuracy (which we will

examine in a following section).

Physical Environment Completion Time

To explore whether there is a difference in the real-world

application after exposure to differed VR training methods,

we conducted physical environment trials after the VR

trials and recorded completion time. The real-environment

trials were noticeably faster than the VR trials, with aver-

age trial completion time of 19.7 s as compared to the VR

of 56 s. This is foreseeable from factors such as: foreign to

a VR experience or could actually alter the dimensions in

VR. However, although we observed the evaluation

approaches of participants were different, e.g., crouching

down in the real environment to simulate kid’s eye level

after exposure to SE, kept standing still after exposure to

ME, we did not observe a significant effect on condition

from ANOVA on physical environment completion time

(Fig. 9).

Designed Dimension

Although we found that ME was significantly faster than

SE in VR trials, we had concerns that it may accompany

with less accuracy to the optimal dimension, due to less

decision time and lack of actually taking the target’s per-

spective. We therefore measured the participants-designed

dimension of each trials and compare them to the optimal

dimension.

Optimal Dimension

First, we describe how we reached our definition of optimal

dimension used in the user study. For reachability, we

define the optimal compromised dimension as the reaching

Fig. 9 Task completion time in each scenario: VR (left), physical

environment (right)
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height that requires the least combined whole body joint

torque of both the participant’s self and the target kid. The

reason is that a minimized joint torque in turn minimizes

our musculo-skeletal biomechanical stress, which is ideal

for the comfort of our body [14].

For determining the joint torque of the participants at

different reaching heights, we formulated an estimation

from simulations of the participants’ DHM and at a upright

posture using the OpenSim software. To verify that the

OpenSim simulation of the joint torque, which is simplified

as the reaction force is set as body weight at center of mass

(i.e., perpendicular to the floor), conforms to the actual

joint torque, we conducted a experiment of measuring and

calculating the overall whole body joint torque of an male

adult (height: 168 cm, weight: 51 kg) at different reaching

heights. The test subject’s posture was captured with Vicon

motion capture cameras, and the reaction force from the

ground was measured from standing over force plates. The

actual captured posture and reaction force of the different

reaching heights were pipelined to OpenSim to calculate

the whole body joint torque. Comparing between the torque

calculation from the test subject’s captured measurements

and the simplified simulations of using the upright posture

DHM, we did not observe significant difference and

therefore conclude that the simulation of using only the

upright posture and weight is feasible. Therefore, the eight

subject’s and the target kid’s body joint torque could be

calculated from their DHMs, and we found a combined

minimal torque at the reaching height of 120 cm for all

participants (Fig. 10).

For the accessibility, we define the optimal spatial width

between the shelf and the table as the recommended pass

through width of wheelchairs [4]. As our wheelchair is

wider than that in the guideline, our scaled optimal width is

94.9 cm.

VR Dimension

The dimension height of each VR scenario was measured,

and a comparison between conditions ME and SE did not

reveal a significant main effect with respect to the devia-

tion from optimal (Fig. 11). This could be indication that

ME could perform to the same standard as SE in anthro-

pometrical evaluations. Also noted is that all VR evalua-

tion on reachability was lower than the optimal, i.e., the

participants appeared to be favoring the optimal for the kid

more than themselves (although the kid optimal was pre-

cisely at 120 cm).

Physical Environment Dimension

To measure whether conditions of ME/SE might influence

our post-VR evaluation in the physical environment, where

in our everyday lives we have no augmentation, the

physical environment dimension evaluations were con-

ducted after the VR experiments for each condition. We

observed again that the majority of participant reachability

evaluations were lower than optimal, regardless of the

condition (Fig. 11). However, we did not observe signifi-

cant main effect of either ME or SE have on applying to the

real-world evaluation, similar to the VR study.

VR Physical Deviation

As the real-environmental evaluation is conducted after the

VR evaluation, and we observed that both were lower than

the optimal, we were interested to explore if there was any

correlation between the deviation between VR and real

judgments with respect to the conditions. ANOVA analysis

revealed a significant effect for reachability (first four

scenarios) (F(1, 59) = 4.40, p\ 0.05), but not for acces-

sibility (Fig. 12). This observation on reachability may be

from the fact that during VR and post-VR trials of ME,

most participants stayed standing upright. On the other

Fig. 10 Simulation of combined torque between 8 participants and

the target kid reveals minimum at 120 cm

Fig. 11 Designed dimension for each scenario (reachability: height,

accessibility: width): VR (left), physical environment (right)
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hand, during SE the participants were standing upright in

VR trials, but were trying to crouch to mimic the kid in real

trials while standing upright again for self-evaluation, and

this inconsistency may have resulted in the greater

deviation.

Discussion

Feedback

From the general feedback of the users, three expressed

definite interest incline toward the multi-embodiment.

Positive feedback include preferring seeing both self and

the target simultaneously without needing to transition,

within which one participant mentioned he felt he forgets

the dimension for the other body every time he transi-

tioned. In particular, the majority of participants preferred

ME in the accessibility scenario, where they could simply

walk around and the embodied occupant follows. On the

other hand, three participants expressed clear preference

with SE, indicating they enjoyed being transitioned to the

kids body with a different eye level or that sitting on a

wheelchair made them more confident in making their

judgments on the accessibility. One participant suggested a

hybrid between ME and SE, as sometimes during ME he

felt the target body was occluding him from seeing his own

body.

Physical Environment Evaluation Observations

One most intriguing observation we made during the two

user studies is how the condition in the VR, either ME or

SE, influenced how participants evaluated the following

physical environment.

Three out of the four participants who started with

condition SE, when asked to make the evaluations again in

the physical environment for the kid target they experi-

enced in VR, immediately asked the experimenter for the

height of the kid (to which we replied unable due to nature

of experiment). All participants then began to crouch

down, trying to simulate different heights and test for

reachability. When asked about their strategy during the

interview after the experiment, they noted that they were

trying to recreate seeing what the kid would see.

On the other hand, none of the four participants who

started with condition ME asked the experimenter for the

height detail of the target kid. Three of the participants did

not adjust their height levels during the entire real-world

evaluation. One participant crouched down, but noted was

rather trying to test for the lower reachability rather than

simulate the kid, as he also crouched during the VR trials.

The participants described that they made their judgments

based on trying to ‘‘imagine’’ where and how the kid would

reach with respect to their own arm movements.

Body as Reference in Physical Environment

Our observation that the participants exhibited different

strategies (Fig. 13) in the physical environment with

respect to their VR experience (ME/SE) was promising in

that they attempted to evaluate for another body based on

their own. Here, we discuss two potential benefits of ME,

which allows for a constant reference of the body across

virtual and physical, over SE for ergonomics evaluation.

First, SE requires altering our perceptual information

and action capabilities to simulate that of the target.

However, this could be difficult in simulating normal users

to be certain targets, especially when there exists discrep-

ancy between the user’s and target’s action capabilities,

e.g., embodying a physically disabled or slow target. ME is

unhindered by this limitation, as the user could just move

normally, and the targets could be simulated with accuracy

via computers.

Furthermore, we speculate from an action-perception

affordance view [40] that the perceived affordance change

Fig. 12 Deviation between designed dimension in VR and physical

environment

Fig. 13 Participants exhibited different strategies for physical

environment evaluation: maintaining their normal posture after ME

(left), crouched to mimic the kid after SE (right)
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in SE could be temporally, specifically only during the

alternation; that is, when the user returns to the original

body, the original action capability overrides what was

experienced in SE, and therefore, the SE approach may not

bode well in the real environment. As the action capabili-

ties of the users are consistent in ME throughout the VE

and physical environment, the users could use that as a

reference to evaluate for other targets’ action capabilities.

Although from our experiment we did not observe a

significance of designed dimension between ME and SE,

we speculate this could be from a brief amount of exposure

time (ME: 3 min 52 s, SE: 5 min 28 s) or that a within-

subject experimental procedure could have biased the

physical environment evaluations as the experimental

scenarios (furniture) were the same. Nevertheless, our other

finding was that there was a significance in the reduced

deviation between VR and real in ME compared to SE.

Since we also found that ME could perform as well as SE

in VR (no significant difference), that means through

increased exposure and accuracy training in ME in VR, we

may begin to see a greater significance between ME and SE

in the ergonomics evaluation in the physical environment.

Limitation and Future Work

Our system introduced a multi-embodiment interface with

the goal of assisting simultaneous evaluations of different

bodies and enhancing post-VR awareness. A noticeable

limitation with the current implementation is that the IK

would pull the target body forward when the user tries to

reach far, and as the target bodies used in the user studies

were of a lower height than the participant, occlusion by

the target body is prone to happen. Possible solutions

include constraining joint angles on the torso, or center of

mass, within a margin of the user’s torso to reduce occlu-

sion. Also, although IK could be sufficient as a initial

exploration of simulating the superimposed body, a more

ergonomics nature approach, such as taking the range of

motion or joint torques into consideration when simulating

the body’s motion, could have potential as a next step of

the multi-embodiment interface.

One interesting potential that is yet to be explored in the

current study is superimposing various bodies that could be

simulated to precision through the help of computing sys-

tems, which is one clear merit of the multi-embodiment

interface. Imagine if we want to evaluate for muscle

strength, or muscle reaction time of different individuals,

which would be difficult for single embodiment unless, we

utilize external exoskeletons to hinder our original muscles.

Although our focus has been on anthropometry, multi-

embodiment could also show the correct simulation of

different muscle strength, so we could use our body

biomechanical factors as the reference for others.

Moreover, while the current study was multi-embodi-

ment in VR and expand to post-VR, an AR approach of

multi-embodying in the real environment could also be

beneficial. The benefits of the AR approach is that the users

would not have to ‘‘remember’’ the VR experience for the

real-world evaluation and instead could see vividly the

different body’s affordance.

Conclusion

Multi-embodiment interface is a system that superimposes

extra DHMs on the person, where the superimposed DHM

is simulated to move by inverse kinematics calculation.

The DHMs are generated from a statistical population data

to give a more accurate anthropometrical representation

(which was critical given the focus of the current study) for

anthropometrical ergonomic evaluations. Benefits of ME

include (1) able provide a more consistent perceptual

information between the virtual and the real, therefore a

better tendency of eliciting awareness in the post-VR real

world and (2) utilization of computer simulations so we can

more easily embody targets that are more difficult to

embody.

We conducted user studies to investigate whether the

multi-embodiment interface could enable users to conduct

reachability and accessibility evaluations in VR as well as

extending to physical environment in comparison with the

more conventional method of single embodiment. Our

observation was that multi-embodiment was significantly

faster than the single embodiment with no significant dif-

ference in the made evaluation. However, currently we

observed no significant difference between multi-embodi-

ment and single embodiment in post-VR evaluation from

the user study. Nonetheless, we observed significant main

effect in the correlation between VR evaluation and post-

VR evaluation in multi-embodiment, which shows its

potential over single embodiment by using our body as the

reference in both VR and physical environment. We also

observed interesting phenomenon of how participants

changed their methods of physical environment evaluation

based on their VR experience. Future directions of this

research include multi-embodying diversified DHMs, as

well as investigate its potential in AR scenarios.
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